
It’s a wrap with JetMaster: the quality display system 
for art and photography 
 

Innova Art: leading the way to new business 
 
The biggest hit in the art market in recent years has been the gallery wrap. Hard-edged, 
impactful and undeniably stylish, gallery wraps make the perfect statement in the 
contemporary home, office and gallery.  
 
A borderless presentation means the image does the talking, without interference from a 
mount or a frame – and that goes for the photography market too. Gallery wraps give 
photo images the fine art look, which means photos are just as likely to take pride of 
place on art lovers’ walls as landscapes or still lifes. 
 
Well presented gallery wraps exude quality. Even better, by saving on both the weight 
and expense of mounts and frames, they’re affordable too. 
 
 
You print it, you wrap it, you hang it – and everybody wants one! 
 
Once upon a time, making a gallery wrap, with stretcher bars, glue and staples, was a 
specialist’s job. It took time, expertise and it could be expensive – which explains why 
the fully patented JetMaster system, available through Innova Art Limited has proved so 
popular.  
 
With JetMaster, tough, lightweight gallery wraps can be turned out in minutes, using just 
a craft knife and a cutting board. No special assembly skills are required.  
 
The base is a pre-cut, laminated self adhesive board; simply press flat your print, fold and 
trim. No bubbles, no untidy corners, no staples and no hooks. A fully assembled 
JetMaster ‘gallery wrap’ is so light it can be hung from just one tack.  
 
The JetMaster base is available in the following sizes: US Letter / A4 / A3+ / 12x16” / 
16x20”. New mini-wraps – the perfect way to create stunning themed sets of prints – 
have just been added to the range. The 5x5” and 5x7.5” wraps can be printed from a 
regular A4 desktop printer and the 8x8” and the 8x12” on an A3+ printer. 
 
JetMaster delivers on both quality and ease of use. Whether the wrap is for the your own 
wall or is a gift for someone else, it will always stand out. 
 
JetMaster provides a premium display option that is simple and cost effective. The days 
of outsourcing the stretching and fixing of canvases for gallery wraps are over. And the 
benefits to you are, of course, less time, lower cost and the ability to offer your customer 
genuine one-stop shopping. Take control with JetMaster. 



Notes for editors 
1.Innova Art is a specialist supplier of high quality media for giclée and inkjet printing, and for 
numerous innovative and niche applications within the ever increasing digital printing markets.  
Full details of the Innova Art range of digital art media, visit www.innovaart.com 


